The random (or stochastic) approximation-solvability, based on a projection scheme, of linear random operator equations involving the theory of the numerical range of a bounded linear random operator is considered. The obtained results generalize results with regard to the deterministic approximation-solvability of linear operator equations using the Galerkin convergence method.
Introduction
The theory of random operator equations originated from a desire to develop deterministic operator equations that were more application-oriented, with a special desire to deal with various natural systems in applied mathematics, since the behavior of natural systems is governed by chance. As attempts were made by many scientists and mathematicians to develop and unify the theory of random equations employing concepts and methods of probability theory and functional analysis, the Prague School of probabilists under Spacek initiated a systematic study using probabilistic operator equations as models for various systems. This development was further energized by the survey article by Bharucha-Reid [2] on various treatments of random equations under the framework of functional analysis. For details on random operator equations, consider the work of nharucha-Reid [1-3], Hans [5], Saaty [8] , and others.
Engl and Nashed [4] studying the deterministic projection schemes of the approximation-solvability of linear operator equations, considered a stochastic projection scheme in a Hilbert space setting, and established the existence of the best-approximate solutions by a selective approach. Our aim has been to apply the theory of a random numerical range to the random (or stochastic) approximation-solvability of linear random operator equations. Among the obtained results, is a generalization of a result of Zarantonello [14] regarding the numerical range of the classical type. Nonlinear analogs of the results involving A-regular random operators using the random version of the Zarantonello numerical range [14] can be discovered. For more information about A-regular operators, please study [10] .
Consider a complete measure space (W, F, #). Let X be a separable (real or complex) Hilbert space with inner product /'," }and I1" I1" Le B(X)denote the -alge- 
for all w in W, is said to be a wide-sense best-approximate solution of (1.1). A widesense best-approximate solution which is also measurable is called a random bestapproximate solution.
Next, we recall some auxiliary results crticial to the work at hand. Then, for each given f in X, the operator equation Au f (u in X) has a unique solution.
Stochastic Projection Schemes
In this section we consider stochastic projection schemes based on the deterministic projection schemes in Hilbert spaces. Let X and Y be separable Hilbert spaces. The 
Random Operator Equations
As random operator equations differ from their deterministic counterparts only in the aspect of the measurability of solutions, one general approach to establishing the measurability of the solutions is as follows. First of all, represent a solution by a convergent approximation scheme (use iterative or projectional methods), and then establish the measurability of approximations. Having done so, apply the following lemma on limits. where T: W X--,X is a bounded linear random operator on W x X, : W--R + is a random variable, and y: W--X is a measurable function. We let T,X: T-AI. The symbols "--*" and ,,w_.,, represent strong convergence and weak convergence respectively. First, we consider the result where the strong monotonicity of the operator T,X is quite restrictive.
Theorem 3.1: Let T: W X--X be an everywhere define linear random operator on W X, where X is a separable Hilbert space. Let a number ) be at a positive distance d inf{lA-'1:' in NIT(w)]} from the numerical range NIT(w)] of T. Let {en} be a sequence of measurable functions from W to X such that, for all w in W, {en(w)} is linearly independent and complete in X. Let y: W--,X be measurable and let, for all w in W and n in N, Xn(w)" -span{el(W),...,en(w)} with orthogonal projector Pn(w). Then 1I 2 {Xn, Pn} is a stochastic projection scheme. Suppose, in addition, that Tn'-Pn(Thi), that is, Tn(w,x)" .Pn(w,T(w,x)) -,kPn(w,x). Then, for an r in q such that, for all n >_ r and for each corresponding x n in Xn(w), there exist measurable functions X, Xr, X r _[. 1,'" "W--+X such that, for all w in W, xn(w is the unique o utio to x(w), the unique solution of T(w, x)-Ax y(w).
Proof: By Lemma 1.2, II 2 {Xn, Pn} is a stochastic projection scheme. Since T is random, T.x is also random. Since d > 0, for all w in W and x E X, <T(,) ,> This implies that T(w,. is a strongly monotone random operator, and as a result, T(w,.) is one-to-one. It is easy to see that the range of T.X R T is X; therefore, T(w,. is onto. It further follows from (3.2), as Tn: Pn(T-,/, that for an r in N and for all n _> r, for w in W, and for x n in Xn(W), we have (T,(w, , Let {xn,(w)} be a weakly convergent sequence with xn,(w)z(w a8 n. By (3.6), we find that (T(w, xn,(w)) .Xn,(W), e(w))---(y(w), e(w)) as noc, for all w in W and e(w)in [.JXn(w) . Since [_JXn(w is dense in X and n n {(T-I)(w,x,(w))} is bounded, we find that (as n--*)
T(w, xn,(w)) )xn,(w)y(w).
We also have from the hypothesis that T(w, xn,(w)) ,xn,(w)T(w z(w)) ,z(w).
It follows that
(T-AI)(w,z(w)) y(w) and z(w) x(w).
Since the weak limit z(w) is the same for all weakly convergent subsequences of {Xn(W)} we see that for all w in W, ;On( w to Thus, we have (as n---oo) d I I xn(w)-x(w)II 2 _<I<(T .kI)(w, xn(w x(w)), xn(w x(w)) [((T AI)(w, xn(w)) (T 1I)(w, x(w)), xn(w (y(w),xn(w))-((T ,kI)(w,n(w)),(w)) ((T AI)(w, x(w)), xn(w x(w)) 0.
This implies that xn(w x(w)--,O as n--,oe, that is, xn(w)-.x(w). It follows that
(T-I)(w,x(w))-y(w).
Finally, since Xr, X r -t-1 ''''W--X are measurable functions by Lemma 2.1, and since xn(w)x(w) for all w in W and n in N, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that the limit x(w) is measurable. This completes the proof.
We note that d and r are independent of w in Theorem 3.1, and this independence is rather restrictive; but it guarantees the existence of approximate solutions for all w in W from the index r onward, tIowever, in the next theorem we allow d and r to depend on w. As one cannot guarantee, then, the solvability of a projectional equation for all w in W for any given n, we define the functions of the form x n as best-approximate solutions of the projectional equation. Once inequality (3.3) is established for specific w, this best-approximate solution will, in fact, be a solution of the projectional equation for this w.
Theorem 3.2: Let T: W x X---X be an everywhere defined linear random operator. Let a real-valued random variable A:W--R + (with (w) > O) be at a positive distance d(w) from the numerical range N[T(w)] of T, where d:W--.N + is a random variable. Let y: W---X be measurable, and let II 2 {xn, Pn} and T n as in Theorem 3.1. Then, for all w in W and r(w) in N and for all n>_r(w) and Xn(W in Xn(W), (i) xn(w is in Xn(W for all n in N and w in W. (ii) Tn(w, Xn(W)) Pn(w,y(w)) for all w in W and n >_ r(w).
(iii) For all w in W, x(w) is the unique solution of T)(w,x)y(w).
(iv) For all w in W and n in N, xn(w is the best-approximate solution of (v) For all w in W and n in N, Xn(W is the best-approximate solution of Tn(w x) Pn(w, y(w)) in Xn(w). (vi) For all w in W, {xn(w)) converges to x(w). Proof: Inequality (3.8) is similar to inequality (3.3), and this, in fact, follows from the hypotheses. Suppose that w in W and n in N are arbitrary but fixed. We may omit the argument w during the proof for the sake of brevity. The proof is based on [4] Since Pn is the orthogonal projector onto Xn, R T C X n and X is finite-dimensional, this implies that (TnPn) + is defined on all of X; and so we can let Xn" Pn(TnPn) + PnY" (3.9) Now x n satisfies (i)and (iv).
To prove (ii), let n >_ r(w). It follows from(3.8) that Tnx PnY is solvable in Xn, and as a result, PnY belongs to RTnPn. Since TnPn(TnPn) + projects onto R.TnPn we can conclude that Tnxn TnPn(TnPn) + PnY PnY" Proofs of (iii) and (vi) are similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Since R(TnPn) + N ( T n P n ) ' l -C_ NPn'l-Rpn, we can say x n (TnPn) + PnY" Therefore, x n minimizes I I TnP-P,y I I over x nd has the minimal norm among all the minimizers. This proves (iv). As a result of this and (i), x minimizes I I Py I I over x. and has the minimal norm among all the minimizers in X,.
Thus, (v) holds.
Finally, we establish the measurability of x n (and hence of x). Since Pn is a continuous random operator (by Lemma 1.3), it follows from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.4 that each x n is measurable. This completes the proof.
Concluding Remarks
It seems that one can introduce the concept of the numerical range of a nonlinear random operatora random version of the Zarantonello numerical range. Furthermore, one can extend the stochastic projection schemes to the case of nonlinear random operators, and can consider the general approximation-solvability of nonlinear random operator equations involving A-regular random operators [10] . 
